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Belle II perspectives



data taking from March 2019 to June 2022
→ despite difficult conditions since March 2020 (Covid, war in Ukraine , energy cost ...)

luminosity : 4.7×1034
/cm2

/s ! > 2fb−1 per day !
June, 2022

record of KEKB /Belle
2×1034 /cm2 /s currents >1 A

record of PEPII /BaBar
1×1034 /cm2 /s currents >2 A

Belle II run I (2019 - 2022)

βy
* = 1mm , ILER / HER = 1.4 /1.1 A

squeezing further β y
*
(→ 0.6mm)

doubling (or more) the currents
⇒ L > 1035 /cm2 /s after LS12



Lint = 6.4 fb−1

Lint = 74 fb−1

Lint = 428 fb−1

Lint = 213 fb−1

Belle II run I (2019 - 2022)

5 × 1034
/cm2

/s
∼ 1 BaBar / year
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⇒ 362 fb−1 at the Υ(4S) resonance (rest of resonance, and scan)

⇒ Belle II recent results use either 189 fb−1 or 362 fb−1 , sometimes
adding Belle data sample



Long-shutdown (LS1) activity and plans
Belle II stopped taking data in Summer 2022 for a long shutdown (LS1)

− accelerator improvements: injection, non-linear collimators, monitoring...
− additional shielding and increased resilience against beam bckg

− replacement of beam-pipe
− installation of 2-layered pixel vertex detector
− replacement of photomultipliers of the central PID 

detector (TOP)
− completed transition to new DAQ boards (PCIe40)
− work on other detectors as CDC, KLM...
− improved data-quality monitoring and alarm system

PXD2 at KEK since March

TOP MCP -PMT replacement work

CDC FE reinstallation work

`

VXD extraction in May
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COMING SOON !!!
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more planning... 
         ...from software, data production, 

performance, physics

Nobody's invicible, no plan is foolproof
We all must meet our moment of truth....moment of truth

release-08

more validation

proc16, MCrd

⇒ prepare for reprocessing with new release, efficient prompt during 2024,
performance and corresponding MCrd6



What are our goals for 2024 ?
(please a clear and sound message)

...'This was their finest hour .'

Run stably at 1035
/cm2

/s

Reach 150 fb−1 per month

Exceed 1 ab−1

(setting the pace for run 2)
(while doing good physics and working for the upgrade)
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Reaching 150 fb−1 per month
In end of April 2022, 15/fb per week  could be reached when instantaneous luminosity was ∼ 3.5 × 1034cm−2s−1

⇒ 15×4×2.5 = 150fb−1
/month at L = 1035cm−2s−1 is possible
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run 1 (→ June 2022): integrated luminosity ∼0.43 ab−1 , 5×1034/cm2
/s

PXD complete (2 layers) to be installed during LS1 (2022-2023)
(+beampipe + TOP PMTs)

run 2 (→∼2028) : integrated luminosity 5 -10 ab−1 , 2×1035/cm2
/ s

LS 2: collider upgrade (QCS+RF) → installation upgraded detector
run 3 (→ 2035) : 50 ab−1

2×1035
/cm2

/s !
(∫L∼5-10 ab−1

)

LS1

LS25×1034
/cm2

/s !
(∫L=0.43 ab−1

)

10 BaBar

1 BaBar

100 BaBar

Belle II calendar
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(now really one team)10



Belle II , a flavour -factory ,

(
e+

e-
→

ha
dr

on
s)

 [n
b]

energy threshold
for BB productionb

b
u,d

b

b

u,d

Υ(4S)

Bd
0 , B+

Bd
0 , B−

''on resonance' ' production
e+ e− → Υ(4S) → Bd

0 Bd
0 , B+ B−

∘ 2 B's and nothing else !
(flavour tagging , B-tagging)

∘ 2 B mesons are created simultaneously
in a L=1 coherent state

a rich physics program...
∘ We plan to ultimately collect many ab−1 of e+ e− collisions at (or close to)

the Υ(4S) resonance, so that we have:
− a (Super) B -factory (∼1.1 × 109 BB pairs per ab−1

)

− a (Super) charm factory (∼1.3 × 109 cc pairs per ab−1)

− a (Super) τ  factory (∼0.9 × 109
τ

+
τ

− pairs per ab−1
)

− exploit the clean e+ e−  environment to probe the existence of exotic
hadrons, dark photons /Higgs , light Dark Matter particles, ALPs, LLPs ...
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(but also charmonium, X , Y , Z, pentaquarks , tetraquarks , bottomonium...)

(Belle ∼ 1 ab−1)

Time-dependent CP Violation Measurements at Belle II: S.Hazra
b->s Penguin results from Belle II (b->sll, b->sgamma): L.Martel
Recent Belle II results related to B anomalies: Y.Fan
Measurements of |Vcb| and |Vub| at Belle and Belle II: L.Cao

Charm Physics at Belle II: T.Higuchi
Quarkonium/QCD results at Belle II: MC Chang

Dark matter and tau results at Belle II: R.Leboucher

(scan data are also crucial here)



Many opportunities

∘ lot of detailed talks already at this workshop covering Belle II
physics programme

− Physics Overview (J.Bennett)
− B Physics I (T.Browder)
− CP Violation Physics (S.Prell)
− Charm physics (M.Bertemes)
− Anomalies (J.Cochran)
− B Physics II (A.Schwartz)
− Dark Searches (W.Jacobs)
− Tau (S.Banerjee)
− ....

∘ examples of measurements where Belle II should soon dominate
− missing energy modes, | Vcb | , ...
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Bsig→K τ μ

τ→e νν , μ νν ,
τ→πν , ππ0 ν

(70 % of all τ decays)

K
Btag

hadronic tag
B→D(* )

π , D(*)
ρ...

ϵ ∼ 0.5%

semileptonic tag
B→D(*) l ν X

ϵ ∼ 1%
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with only 1 ab−1... competitive with LHCb !14neutrinos are all coming from the tau here !



R (D(*))

1st Belle II measurement (R (D*) with had B- tagging and 189 fb−1) already interesting ...

⇒ R (D(*)
) =

BF(B→D(*)
τ ντ)

BF(B→D(*) l νl)

∘ for many other missing energy modes (B→τ ν , μ ν , K ν ν , K τ τ ...) ,
Belle II is the main /only actor
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B-tagging

PYTHIA

PYTHIA

∘ key tool for missing energy analyses
∘ low efficiency (efficiency for hadronic B- tagging < 1%)

∘ and ML can't save you... B-tagging algorithms are trained using MC samples
∘ 40% of hadronic B decays generated by PYTHIA ...
∘ and even among the EvtGen part... most BFs measured are from ARGUS, CLEO...

∘ lot of possible measurements:
− to improve our simulation , Btag modes included → better FEI performance
− also some opportunities to study those B decays and intermediate states

∘ improvements of FEI needed , differences with Belle version: too high momentum cut on π
0 ,

no π
0 mass constraint !!!

⇒ after 4 years ... still poor performance of B-tagging ...16
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0 ,
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Precise |Vcb| measurement
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∘ Already precise with few ab−1
(one of the main goals of run II)

∘ Precious input for global fit (if we get it right)

∘ New physics in B meson mixing: limitation from | Vcb |

M12 relates to the time evolution of the two-state 
neutral meson system

arXiv :2006.04824

current phase I



|Vcb| measurement (s)

⇒ ' 'Could indicate presence of non-SM partial widths ' '
but remember R

K(*) !! need to do our job properly , precisely ...

on the | Vcb| extraction (including theory), but also on the experimental side (e.g. SL-gap)
important to improve charm inputs(validalso forRX) , look for more B→charm information

Long-standing discrepancy between inclusive/exclusive | Vcb |, | Vub|

Belle, arXiv:2301.07529
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∘ organization committee
from Belle II side: Lu Cao, Peter Lewis (SL), Mirco Dorigo (HadB),
from theory side: Rusa Mandal, Takashi Kaneko, Dean Robinson 
+ physics coordinators: J.Libby, D.Tonelli

∘ format
a school (morning) and a workshop (afternoon), this year on |Vcb| and related topics

∘ one week, from October 30th (right after B2GM)

∘ school on the model of previous editions
Roma:https://indico.belle2.org/event/5492/, Valencia:https://indico.belle2.org/event/7825/
(add some starter kit between B2GM and the physics week ?)

∘ workshop on one of the major measurements of Belle II 
related to BtoSL activities but not only !! how other activities should contribute (hadB, charm...) ?

∘ (short) KEK report after each workshop

∘ budget: Hashimoto-san, Iijima-san's grant
(for speakers/lecturers when needed)

∘ Regular meetings since one month to organize the program  
⇒ be ready by end of June

Please come at KEK for this event !!

Belle II physics week 2023
[Oct 30 - Nov 3, 2023, at KEK]
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LHCb 2023 list of publications

don't forget easy opportunities...21
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Summary

∘ The collaboration stepped up its game:  
steep increase in quantity and quality
of results.

∘ Already competitive on many topics

∘ Room to improve (*) and prepare for few ab−1  data in the coming few years, 
as Belle II results will dominate some of the most important measurements 
in flavor physics

(*) better coordination between the WGs (common goals, tools, ...), 
improving tools (new charm tagger, improved flavour tagging, better calibration...)





SuperKEKB, the first new collider in particle physics since the LHC in 2008
(electron-positron (e+ e−

)  rather than proton-proton (p-p))
Phase 1

Background , Optics commissioning
Feb - June 2016

Brand new 3km positron ring

Phase 2: Pilot run
Superconducting Final Focus
add positron damping ring
First Collisions (0.5 fb−1

)
April 27 - July 17, 2018

Phase 3: Physics run
Since April , 2019

Nano-beams and more beam current to increase luminosity

⇒ to reach∼6×1035 cm−2 s−1

⇒ cumulate 50 ab−1 by ∼2035

Squeeze strongly at IP



LS1 (many upgrade works at SuperKEKB)

LINAC

MR

is this suficient to solve our main issues during run 1 ?

SuperKEKB (K .Shibata)
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